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The World Health Organization is not Least Conspiratorial than
the Rest of International Organizations
(Translated)
News:
At a time when many countries of the world continue to ease the restrictions of
quarantine that were imposed on citizens due to the outbreak of the pandemic, the
World Health Organization warned, on Monday, that the countries facing a decline in
the infections of Novel Coronavirus are still facing a danger of "immediate second
peak" if they halt the measures of stopping the outbreak faster than necessary. “The
world is still in the middle of the first wave of the coronavirus outbreak”, WHO
emergencies head Dr Mike Ryan told an online briefing, noting that while cases are
declining in many countries they are still increasing in Central and South America,
South Asia and Africa. “When we speak about a second wave classically what we
often mean is there will be a first wave of the disease by itself, and then it recurs
months later. And that may be a reality for many countries in a number of months’
time,” Ryan said. He also explained, “But we need also to be cognizant of the fact
that the disease can jump up at any time. We cannot make assumptions that just
because the disease is on the way down now it is going to keep going down and we
are get a number of months to get ready for a second wave. We may get a second
peak in this wave”. (Al-arabiyah.net).
Comment:
After it was confirmed in all countries of the world, especially the countries where
coronavirus infections were few, such as the countries of the Islamic world, after it
was confirmed that the measures taken in these countries were exaggerated and
gone beyond from just being measures of fighting the ‘health pandemic’ into
suppressing the people and confiscating their basic rights as humans, and after it was
confirmed that the global health systems, including World Health Organization, are far
low than was imagined in dealing with health and the pandemic, and after the
countries have realized that these measures are disastrous to the economy and
health, they returned from scratch and decided to deal this pandemic with "herd
immunity" measure, not taking it as a measure of health option, rather as a measure
influenced by the economy, i.e. these countries preferred economy over health and so
the claim of the states and governments about their concern over health and safety of
citizens have vanished in a manner that reflects the reality of capitalistic nations that
do not hold any value except the materialistic value. And these governments would
only take care of the affairs of capital owners even if it is at the expense of the health
and safety of people.
The international organization is not professional and independent from those who
control the international stance of the world. Rather it is an organization which is
financially and politically supported by the world countries, headed by colonial nations

such as America, Europe, China and Russia. These countries exploit the organization
and control its decisions in a way that serves their international interests. When these
countries wanted the organization to declare coronavirus as a pandemic, this
organization did not delay that, even though it was late in the timing of announcement
i.e. about three months after the appearance of the virus in China. And now, after the
world has decided to go back to normal life before coronavirus, the organization came
to justify any country that undertakes any measure which it wants, under the pretext
of the ‘frequency’ of the virus that may appear at any time. This reminds us of the
threat of "terrorism" invented by the great powers and adopted by various countries of
the world, where it (“terrorism" threat) was exploited at a right time and place which
the countries needed to suppress and prosecute whoever they wished from those
who oppose the existing corrupt governments, especially in the Islamic world.
The people have become new international players on the international stage,
who are put aside and grappled by the international stance and the current states in
the world. The spread of protests and demonstrations in various countries of the world
and the Arab Spring (revolutions) in the Islamic world led the decision makers to
inflate or invent a new virtual enemy called "coronavirus" like how “terrorism” was
inflated and invented so that governments can control the revolutionary peoples.
Therefore, it is not surprising that Islamic countries have lifted the isolation measures
immediately after the end of Ramadan, including the opening of mosques where
Muslims gather and revolutions arise from there! Therefore, it is inconceivable that the
page of Coronavirus will be quickly folded, especially in the Islamic world, as it is a
candidate to crush the Western agents there and to get freed from the West by
establishing Khilafah (Caliphate) upon the method of Prophethood. Therefore, it is
inconceivable that all restrictions and measures will be lifted quickly, and the
measures to suppress and accustom the people on the pretext of the virus will remain
until this lie becomes exhausted and then they will bring a new lie, through which they
will continue to enslave the peoples. Therefore, it is an obligation for the Ummah to
fulfill the obligation of witnessing the people, missing the opportunities for those who
wait for it and for humankind, toppling the current existing states in the Islamic world
and establishing the Khilafah upon the method of Prophethood in order to save the
Ummah and the humankind from Capitalism, its nations and its agents.
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“And thus we have made you as a just (reference) nation that you will be
witnesses over the people and the Messenger will be a witness over you” [TMQ
2:143]
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